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I

’m ready for spring! The only good thing with the prolonged winter weather is less competition on the water. I went fishing several times during the last two weeks. My fishing
buddies and I pretty much had the South Holston and East Fork of the French Broad to ourselves. Maybe the lack of fishermen was due to a 15 mph wind and cold temperature on the
South Holston and a cold morning on the East Fork.
The dry fly action was generally after noon until about 3:00 PM. On the South Holston we
started with a pair of BWO nymph and emerger combinations in the morning and did quite
well. In the early afternoon I had a lot of hits on my gray dry fly size 18 with looks similar to
the Blue Quill.
We fished the East Fork on March 26 in the early afternoon with dry flies. The Blue Wing
Olive dry did not get any hits for Chas Glatzer, but they readily took the gray dry fly. Perhaps
the files we are seeing are the small Blue Quill mayflies. After the dry fly action stopped I
switched to a size 20 Olive Jujubee Midge
using an orange foam ant as an indicator and
hooked 8 (all rainbows). I had 3 hits on the
indicator but no hookups (my philosophy— an
indicator should have a hook). Meanwhile,
Chas moved upstream and had good luck
with brook trout on the Green Whopper.
Chas colors the head of his Green Whoppers
black to look like the head of a caddis larva.
Chris at Sogi’s Rock Green River
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President’s Message

It was reported that a few
large fish were stocked
(continued)
in the East Fork and the
North Mills near the
campground. Bob Daubert believed he hooked one of these monsters. Bob played a
big fish for 10 minutes until his apparently nicked leader parted.

South East Regional Meeting
Donations
We had a surprise gift from a past President, Jack Frisch, who
offered 75% of his Fly Fishing supplies and rods to the chapter
as he is leaving the mountains. Members flocked over this
large assortment of items and paid what they felt was a reasonable amount, understanding that 50% was a donation to the
Chapter. We will have a second chance during the April meeting to purchase items not selected from the initial offer.
Thanks, Jack, and we hope you don’t forget us while you terrorize the Hilton Head fish population.
Tim Schubmehl, at the request of Lorie Stroup, the Zone Fishery Biologist for Pisgah National Forest, passed the hat at our
March General Meeting. This was to collect funds to buy food
for a Kids Fishing Day at the Cradle of Forestry pond for special
needs children. The request was for $200, and we collected
$156.00 from Chapter members by passing the hat. The chapter made up the balance and presented a check to Lorie for
$200.00. The Forest Service paid for everything else, but for
some reason not the food. Thanks Tim and Skip for help in
supporting this worthy event. The following note was received
from Lorie thanking the chapter for work on Daniel’Ridge and
for the Kid’s Fishing Day contribution:

For those who attend the Southeast Regional Meeting please
provide me a report of your experiences.
The Southeast Regional Meeting was scheduled for March 29
in Dillard, GA. For more details, please see the letter from Beverly Smith published In the November 2013 issue of Snags and
Snarls

Fly Fishing School
We are starting to get some registrations from Fly Fishing
School students. We need to make sure we make every effort
to pass out fliers and talk up the School at every opportunity
since this is a major fund raiser for the chapter.
We have a full complement of instructors, but we still need 5 to
10 more mentors to take students for the half day on the water.
If you think you might be interested send me an email and I will
send you a list of guidelines to help you understand the role of
the mentor (chris.ellis_pctu@yahoo.com).

Kids Fishing Day

We are scheduling our Kids Fishing Day for the Trout in the
Classroom students on May 17 this year. During April and May
we will be signing up volunteers assisting students. If you
haven’t participated in the event you are missing a lot of fun.
We often have the same volunteers year after year who view
this as great fun. We expect to have more kids this time, so we
I wanted to send you a message to share with the chapter from can definitely use additional help.
me to all of you. Thanks so much for helping get those live
stakes in at Daniel Ridge. It was so nice to work alongside of
TU Women’s Initiative Workgroup
many of you who have become old friends to me! I am forever John Kies passed this along to our Chapter, and it is an opporgrateful to the Pisgah Chapter for their eagerness to keep the
tunity to recruit more women into TU. Women join TU for free
Davidson River a special stretch of water. Thank you everyone from March 1 – May 31, 2014. The following is the letter defor your support!
scribing the initiative:
I am also very pleased that the chapter decided to support our
Special Needs Fishing event at the Cradle of Forestry. This
event has touched my heart with providing a great opportunity
for some very special children that would otherwise not get to
learn the love of the outdoors. Thanks to Skip and Tim for
spearheading this support. You guys Rock!!!!!
Much love and appreciation,
Lorie L. Stroup
Zone Fisheries Biologist
Pisgah National Forest
1600 Pisgah Highway
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
(828)877-3350 x219
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Dear Members of the NLC,
Our goal for the Women's Initiative Workgroup has been to increase and retain new women members in TU. We started a
free membership program last year and were successful in increasing our membership with 2600+ women! What is even
more exciting is that our retention rate for these new members
is now at 13% and has far surpassed our original goal! To
keep this momentum continuing, TU has started a new membership drive for women starting March 1 through May 31. This
information was included in the recent Lines To Leaders. Free
memberships will be offered to women once again during this
timeframe , and I encourage you to promote this event to your
fellow State Council and Chapters. To continue improving retention rates, TU is also offering reduced memberships to women who had signed up for the free membership, and their memberships are due. The renew rate is $17.50, and $15.00 of that
amount will be given to the chapters. This membership drive
starts March 15 through June 15. I have attached
an excel of all of the women who took advantage of Home
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President’s Message
(continued)

the free memberships but have not yet renewed. This is compiled by state. Please forward
this information to your State Councils and Chapters and encourage them to contact each
women in your state and invite them to take advantage of the renewal rate.
Thank you for your continued support of the Women's Initiative, and please let me know if

you have any questions!
Sincerely,
Kerri Russell
NLC-Arkansas
NLC WI Chair

Alan Frank
We want to wish Alan Frank a speedy recovery from his March 12 bypass surgery. Alan is a Director for our chapter and is very
active with the Davidson River and Kids Fishing Day projects.

Project Healing Waters
Based on Alan Folger’s recommendation, the chapter donated $500 budgeted for wounded veterans to keep our contribution
local. Project Healing Waters uses fly fishing and fly tying as a source of therapy. I’m sure we all understand the therapeutic
value of our time on the water.

Fly Tying Program
One of the favorite programs will be offered during the April General Meeting. Dave Bender will give an overview of fly tying
which will be followed with demonstrations by a number of our expert members. Bring your vice and materials if you wish to tie
your favorite flies or if you are looking for some instruction. Or, you may walk around and visit the fly tiers and ask fishing
questions.

Endowment Committee
The Endowment Committee was elected by the Membership during our March General Meeting. Thanks to Jack Hastings, Kiki
Matthews, and Stu Cohn for volunteering for the committee. Skip Shelton, Treasurer, and Chris Ellis, President, are default
members.

Conclusion:
“To go fishing is the chance to wash one's soul with pure air, with the rush of the brook, or with the shimmer of the sun on blue
water. It brings meekness and inspiration from the decency of nature, charity toward tackle- makers, patience toward fish, a
mockery of profits and egos, a quieting of hate, a rejoicing that you do not have to decide a damn thing until next week. And, it
is discipline in the equality of men - for all men are equal before fish. “ Herbert Hoover.
I agree with most of this quote, passed on to me by Chas Glatzer. However, I feel some folks like Joe Moore are more equal.
Even the best of us are humbled at times by the fickle weather and the preferences of our trout brothers. Long live trout!

Tight Lines

Chris

Green River
Below Fishtop
Falls

Home
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Upcoming Chapter Meeting

PCTU Annual

Thursday, April 10th

Fly Tying

@ Pardee Health Education Center
Blue Ridge Mall
Directions to Pardee Center

Workshop

For many folks who have fallen in love with fly fishing, they often have the personal debate:
“what can I do with my time when I can’t get out on the water”? For some, it is sitting down with a great book and
learning about new fishing techniques, but for a lot of people it is tying the next best fly to test on the water.
In recent years, the chapter has devoted one of its monthly
meetings to fly tying. This year, the Fly Tying Workshop
will be held during our April Chapter Meeting on Thursday,
April 10th. We have some of our best known tiers demonstrating their craft.
But wait….what about those of us who don’t know anything
about fly tying? You will also see how you can get easily
started with fly tying in terms of equipment and basic materials.

Don’t miss this great
meeting….there will be
something for everyone
to enjoy!!!

Not
Tie Flying!
Home
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The Crackleback
February 24, 2014

By Dave Bender

I

s this a "dry" or a "wet" fly? Easy answer, it's both. The Crackleback is definitely one of my "go to" flies.
Regarding tying difficulty, this is one of the easier flies to assemble. It's a good choice for beginning fly tiers and it works well on both trout and bluegills. Besides a hook and thread, all that's involved is floss for
the body, peacock herl for the "crackle back" and one saddle hackle. And, with a good quality saddle
hackle, you can get several flies from one feather.

I was first introduced to this fly when I moved here and started guiding for DRO and became acquainted
with Bill Wilson. Bill was the Brevard College women's basketball coach at the time and also guided for
DRO, so we had lots of opportunity to fish together. I am BIG on keeping things simple, and this fly is easy
to tie, easy to fish, and can be fished "on top" or "on the bottom". I believe this was originally designed as
a woolly worm and fished primarily subsurface. I like to fish it both as a dry and subsurface depending on
the conditions. It can be tied on heavier wet fly hooks, weight can be incorporated into the body or it can
he tied as a bead head. I like to tie my flies with dry fly hooks and add weight to my leader when I want to
fish deep. You can also vary the body color and hackle color and come up with many variations. One thing
that remains consistent, however, is the use of peacock herl for the back.
I generally tie these in size 14 to 18 on a light wire dry fly hook. I primarily use black thread which gives the
finished fly a black head.
Hook:

12 to 18 dry or wet, 1x or 2X long shank (I prefer 2x)

Thread:

6/0 or 8/0, color of your choice (I like black)

Body:

dubbing, floss or a poly material

Hackle:

saddle palmered (color of your choice)

Crackleback:

peacock herl

Start by placing the hook in your vice and laying down a base of thread ending just at the
bend of the hook.
Home
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Continued….

Now tie in 2 or 3 strands
of peacock herl.

Next tie in your body material and bring your
thread to just behind the hook eye leaving enough room to build a head when finished tying down all materials.

Wrap the body and secure it just behind the hook eye.

Now bring the peacock herls
straight up over the back and
secure.

Last is the hackle which is
palmered forward and tied off.
Build a head and apply cement.

What could be easier?
Home
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Euro
Nymphing
By Ed Hagerott

F

(so about 8 feet), involves short casts
and drifts and works well in runs, riffles
and pocket water 1-5 feet deep;

or a long time, I resisted the
urge to try Euro nymphing. I knew
competitive fly fishers use the technique with great success, but the
thought of using a long rod, elaborate hand-tied leaders with nail and
blood knots and specialized flies was too daunting.

the Polish method uses a leader approximately the length of the rod (so 10-11
feet), but otherwise is virtually identical to
and is suggested for the same conditions
as the Czech method;

Last Fall I put my trepidation and strike indicators aside and began experimenting with Euro
nymphing. I discovered the technique is not as
complicated as first envisioned. Even more important, my catch rate improved immediately.
I want to share some of my research and
experiences for those chapter members curious
about Euro nymphing. Please understand I’m not
suggesting that one can become an expert at this
technique immediately – I still consider myself a
novice and believe the path to true proficiency
takes years. That said, you don’t need to be an
expert to catch fish and have fun.
A Brief Overview of Euro Nymphing
The terms Euro nymphing and Czech
nymphing often are used interchangeably, but
Czech nymphing is one of four Euro nymphing
techniques, the others being Polish, Spanish and
French. All utilize the same principle of maintaining
a tight connection to the flies (less so with the
Spanish method) and using a colored sighter, built
into the leader, to detect strikes. A full discussion
of each method is beyond this article’s scope, but
key differences include leader length and construction. Though a gross oversimplification, in short:

the Spanish method uses a leader typically
20-25 feet and is suggested for when
you can’t wade close enough to the target to utilize the Czech or Polish methods; and
the French method uses a leader typically
13-25 feet and is best suited for slower,
shallow water where greater stealth is
required.
To avoid having to change leaders upon encountering different water conditions, many people
use a hybrid or all-around leader that is typically 13
-17 feet.
My Initial Experiences
So far I’ve focused on a modified
Czech/Polish method – making short casts and
drifts with a hybrid leader, typically 14-15 feet. The
Czech/Polish method is ideal for most of our local
rivers (except when water levels are extremely low)
and the leader length is manageable for a beginner.

With this method, a cast is made directly upstream or up and slightly across, the flies
the Czech method uses a leader approxiare allowed to sink to the desired depth and then
mately three-fourths the length of the rod led downstream until there is a strike (indicated by
Home
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Euro
Nymphing
(Continued)

the sighter tightening) or it’s time for a new cast.
Because casts are short, little if any of the fly line
will be outside the rod tip. Thus, the leader and
flies are propelled by the weight of the flies rather
than the fly line. “Casting” is just a lob or flip.

Leader. The leader has a butt section (although with a traditional Czech leader the
sighter is attached directly to the fly line), followed
by the sighter and then tippet. During my research,
I discovered numerous leader formulas. The most
I prefer this method to an indicator for drastic differences involve the length, taper and
two reasons. First, and most notably, from the be- materials for the butt section. The simplest formulas involve using a packaged 7½- or 9-foot tapered
ginning of the drift it is better at detecting strikes
leader of OX-3X as the butt section and attaching it
due to the absence of slack in the system. Secto the fly line with a loop-to-loop connection. For
ond, I can change the flies’ depth by altering my
rod angle. This is particularly helpful when fishing the sighter, hi-vis mono or the brightly colored
a stretch with frequent depth changes as it avoids sighter materials found at many fly shops are comthe need to repeatedly reposition the strike indica- mon choices. Sighters typically are 15-20 inches
long. The French method uses a coiled sighter that
tor.
straightens upon a strike. For tippet, fluorocarbon
is the preferred choice. If you do not want to conEquipment
struct your leader, pre-tied Euro nymphing leaders
Rod. The technique works best with with a perfection loop are available.
a 10- to 11-foot rod. Three and 4 weights seem
Flies. Special patterns are not remost common. Many companies offer specialized
Euro nymphing rods, but any long rod can be used quired. However, because of the weight needed
and some people prefer a more versatile rod to bet- for casting and to get the flies to the bottom quickly,
ter facilitate switching to a dry fly or a dry-dropper. I use Tungsten-bead flies with a narrow profile
(split shot is not used). The French method uses
Reel. I encountered two contrasting lighter flies than the others.
opinions regarding reel selection, both aimed at
eliminating the same problem: arm fatigue. One
Conclusion
view is that, because your arm frequently will be
Euro nymphing is not for every situation.
raised and extended away from your body, a lighter
reel is better. The other is that, because long rods For deep pools or flat or slow-moving water, other
can be tip heavy, a heavier reel will provide better techniques are preferable. But I think it’s generally
balance and preclude the tip from dropping, theresuperior to using a strike indicator. For detailed
by resulting in less arm strain.
information on Euro nymphing, excellent resources
include “Dynamic Nymphing” by George Daniel and
Line. You can Euro nymph with a
weight forward or double taper line. However, be- the websites for The Beaverkill Angler
cause the line often will not have extended beyond (www.beaverkillangler.com) and The Blue Quill Anthe tip, a “normal” line can pull the leader back togler (www.bluequillangler.com); some of the above
wards the reel, resulting in slack, loss of depth and
decreased sensitivity. Cortland and Rio offer spe- information is based on those sources.
cialized Euro nymphing lines intended to combat
Home
those problems.
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Rant ‘n Rave
INTERIM

First, I’d like to thank Linda Byington
for working to put this edition of Snags
and Snarls together, in order that I
might spend more time… working!
Ya’ll probably get tired of folks from the
chapter telling you that your time and
efforts are needed. Well. Get used to it.
Your efforts are still needed. More later….

"Some men would rather
be photographed with
their fish than with their
wives."
Gwen Cooper and
Evelyn Haas

Duke Pow er has found it in their hearts
to shut dow n the generators on the
Green River at least eight times THIS
MARCH! I wish I had had the ability to
be there…..More later...
A couple months ago, Linda and I had the opportunity to visit with our southern comrades of the
Mountain Bridge Chapter (MBTU) in Upstate South
Carolina. Their guest speaker that evening was
Frank Holleman, a Greenville attorney with the
Southern Environmental Law Center in Raleigh,
and fellow TU member. As President of Naturaland Trust, Frank has been leading the efforts to
protect the watershed of and obtain access to the
South Saluda River along Highway 11 in upper
Greenville County. From their website: Over the
last four years we have received over $3 million from
the Scenic Byways Program to help permanently protect key tracts, anchoring the highway's distinct features. We have also worked with Trout Unlimited to
bolster the region's trout streams, particularly along
the South Saluda River. Today, with improvements
made by several rock veins, the South Saluda River is
South Carolina's most accessible trout stream and
attracts anglers from all over the Upstate. A recent
acquisition of the ‘tree farm’, now enables angler
access to a great stretch of water. MBTU has
adopted the hatchery-supported South Saluda
River much as we have adopted the Davidson,
and it is great to see the good work they are doing. If you want a change of pace or find yourself
on the southern edge of the Blue Wall, check out
some South Carolina trout on the South Saluda.

RECOMMENDED READING
‘Anything by John Gierach’
I have always found Gierach’s essays, ruminations and pontifications on fishing and
other aspects of life to be humorous and
affirming. Therefore, I recommend a book I
haven’t read because I have always found
Gierach’s essays, ruminations….
All Fishermen Are Liars is due to be released on Tax Day, 2014.

mb

Speaking of South Carolina, Luthi’s Fly Shop has
re-opened in a new location in Greenville, which is
great news to those in the Upstate, as it is the only fly shop for many miles. Check ‘em out at 1418
Laurens Rd next to Half Moon Outfitters.

No more...
Home
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PRESENTATION SERIES
WATER TROUBLES AND WATER SOLUTIONS:
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA WATER IN CONTEXT
Sponsored by
The Wilma Dykeman Legacy
And
Buncombe County Public Libraries

W

estern North Carolina is one of the world’s richest areas in natural water resources. What will happen to our
water in western North Carolina over the next fifty years? How can western North Carolina assure an abundant and
affordable supply of usable water FOREVER?

It is a complicated challenge. To help us think about these questions, we have invited experts from other areas in
North Carolina, the South and North America to share with us their water issues. Perhaps we can learn some do’
and don’ts as we hear about water management in North America, Atlanta, Colorado, the Tennessee River Valley
and the Catawba River watershed.
All presentations are free and will take place from 3:00 to 4:30 PM in Pack Memorial Library’s Lord Auditorium at 67
Haywood Street, Asheville-next to the U.S. Cellular Center.
Presentation Schedule:
March 22 at 3:00 PM, North America, Carla Friedrich, Programme Officer for Ecosystems Management, Regional
Office for North America, United Nations Environment Programme

April 5 at 3:00 PM, Atlanta, Gil Rogers, Senior Attorney, Southern Environmental Law Center
April 26 at 3:00 PM, Colorado’s Western Slope, Hannah Holm, Coordinator, Water Center, Colorado Mesa University

May 3 at 3:00 PM, Catawba River, Regina Guyer, University of North Carolina at Charlotte,
Barry Gullet, Charlotte Mecklenburg Utilities, Rusty Rozzelle, Mecklenburg County Water Quality
May 10 at 3:00 PM, Tennessee River Valley, Gary Springston, Water Supply Program Manager, Tennessee Valley
Authority

Home
Home
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Little River Stocking
March 7, 2014

T

he first stocking of the Little River in the DuPont State Recreational
Forest for 2014 took place on an overcast, cold morning with a mixture of rain and snow. It was a confusing start since only two Pisgah
Chapter members turned out for the stocking probably due to the snowy
roads and driving conditions and notification from DuPont Forest that
their all-terrain vehicles were not in immediate operational condition.
Our Chapter Members, Ken Voltz, a former native of New York, and
Jack Soyak, a former native of Michigan who braved the road conditions
with remembrances of what winters in their former states were like. An
S.O.S. was sent out to the DuPont State Recreational Forest and to the
Bobby N. Setzer Fish Hatchery for additional manpower support. Thankfully, each organization provided 2 additional personnel to help with the
stocking. We ended up with 8 individuals to include: Eric Folk, DuPont
State Recreational Forest Ranger and two additional individuals; Greg
Ditzler, Bobby N. Setzer Fish Hatchery and two additional individuals;
along with our chapter members Ken Voltz and Jack Soyak.

The Hatchery delivered their normal 785 fish with an average weight of 0.37
pounds. Brooks made up 40% of the total, 20% were Browns and 40% were
Rainbows. The fish immediately took to their new home and quickly dispersed
into the deeper cooler pools at a river temperature of 39.2 F. However, due to
the trip and fall dangers from the snow and ice along the river the stocking locations had to be modified for safety concerns.

New volunteers are always welcome. We need about 8 volunteers to make
each stocking a fun and enjoyable event. Please consider volunteering by contacting Jack Soyak at jsoyak@morrisbb.net or by telephone at 692-5007. We
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Hooker Falls parking area in the DuPont State Recreational Forest. E-mails are sent out
to volunteers approximately 2
weeks prior to each stocking event
asking who is available to participate.

I would like to thank DuPont State
Recreational Forest for providing
the means to transport the fish
along the river trails and a forest
ranger for driving the vehicle with
the additional personal provided by
DuPont and the Hatchery. It would
have been a near impossible task to
carry the buckets of fish to the remote stocking points without their all
-terrain vehicles and their additional
personnel to help with the stocking.

Home
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Green River Stocking
March 10, 2014
We had to postpone the Green River stocking due to miserable weather on Thursday, March 6. However, we
had a beautiful spring-like day the following Monday. With a great turnout, the stocking was a breeze with Charlie
Dotson at the helm directing the bucket brigade. Joe Moore helped dip fish along with Kevin from the Pisgah
Hatchery. Thanks to all of those who assisted with stocking effort:
John Johnson, Norris McDowell, Chris Ellis, Charlie Dotson, Joe Moore, Fran Fruci, Chuck Sabolovic, Jeff Drake,
Scott Shafer, Tom Hunt , Frank Cocciolillo, Norm Oppermann, John Barsotti, Bob Engstrom, Bob Daubert, Buddy
Kimura, Dave Bender, Lou Barlow, Paul McManan, Darrin Crowan, Patrick Weaver.
Also, thanks to Norris McDowell for documenting the event with his camera.

Home
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Davidson River Highway
Cleanup
February 27
On Thursday, February 27th we had our second annual roadside
cleanup from the bridge on Hwy 276 to the hatchery. This is not part
of our agreement with NCDOT for Adopt-A-Highway, just something
that needs to have some attention occasionally. Being the end of
February, we started with some pretty chilly weather, 20° ± but sunny
with little breeze. Trash didn’t seem near as bad as last year; “maybe
someone else is helping out”. In 1-1/2 miles we collected (6) bags. As
before, there is a fair amount of litter too far down the bank to reach
safely.

Larry Harris

A total of (6) members participated; John Johnson, Clive Morris, John Rich, Kiki Matthews, David Pierce and Tim
Schubmehl.
As you can see in the picture, it appears that Kiki had a growth spurt over the winter. She is head and shoulders
above the rest of us!!
It would be nice to invite more chapter members, but it’s such a short stretch that it doesn’t take many people. Perhaps in the future we can consider going beyond the hatchery to Cove Creek and sign up more volunteers.
Thanks to all that participated!
Chris Wood, —Tim Schubmehl
TU President

Daniel Ridge Workday
March 4

O

n February 26th Pisgah TU received a request from
Lorie Stroup, the Zone Fisheries Biologist in Pisgah
and long time chapter supporter to see if we could muster
a few volunteers on short notice.
Brady Dodd, the USFS Hydrologist had several bundles
of live stakes that needed planting by March 10th. Location would be along the Davidson at Daniel Ridge in the
vicinity of the bridge leading to the old hatchery.
Even with such short notice I was able
to get a quick list
Hillary Coley
of volunteers for a staking day on Tuesday the 4th. Kiki
Matthews, John Rich, Skip Sheldon,CFO
Clive Morris, David
Pierce and myself.

Approximately
250 stakes were
placed and we
finished up by
1:30PM.
This fall we
should plan on
doing similar work and perhaps do some cleanup/fire pit
removal in the same general area which will probably require several more volunteers.
Thanks to all that participated! —Tim Schubmehl

We met that morning at 10:00AM, clear and chilly as expected. Lorie had a truck with 9-10 bundles of live stakes
consisting of Dogwood, Nine Bark and Elderberry.
The purpose of staking was twofold; drive stakes into
stream banks to allow root
growth to hold soil and prevent further erosion and,
strategically place in areas
where casual trails have
been created leading to
streamside.

Conservation Tour

Home
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Another Trip to Pebble Creek Canyon
By Chris Elllis

During my 2012 trip to Yellowstone National Park, one of my more exciting times was fishing and exploring the lower section of Pebble Creek Canyon. Pebble Creek flows by a campground and ½ mile to
Soda Butte Creek. This section has numerous small cutbows (rainbow-cutthroat hybrids) and is very
easy wading, but the larger fish in the Soda Butte Creek are more appealing. However, the canyon
terrain above the campground is very interesting and easy fishing for the first 600 yards. I caught a lot
of 8 to 10 inch fish around boulders overshadowed by 50 to 80 foot vertical limestone cliffs. I ran out of
time on the first trip and only fished the first 600 yards. This left me wanting more. In 2013 I talked
Chuck Delpine into accompanying me to explore further into the Canyon. Chuck is a retired wildlife biologist who worked for years for the Canadian Government studying wolves and caribou and is usually
not intimidated by any rough terrain. This is good because the next half mile was not so easy.

The lower Pebble Creek flows a half mile and joins Soda butte which
is a favorite spot for guides to take their clients.
The Pebble Creek Campground is located at the mouth of the
canyon and stretches for miles above the campground

The Weather was somewhat unpredictable. When we first arrived in
Gardner, Montana, there were 8 forest fires in the surrounding hills. We
had a few nice showers following our
arrival that put most of the fires out.
We also dodged a number of afternoon thunderstorms during the trip.

The markers 1-3 represent the easy section of the canyon.

Home
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Another Trip to Pebble Creek Canyon
Continued…

It’s easy to see why they call this Pebble Creek; however,
these look more like cobbles to me. This is fishing up against
the canyon wall in the easy section (1).

Chuck is releasing a small cutbow across from the Pebble
Creek Campground.

As we progressed up the canyon we pulled 4 or 5 fish
from each pool. In a lot of ways it was like fishing plunge
pools and runs in the Blue Ridge (3).

As we climbed a little in elevation, much of the bottom was
scoured to bed rock. We encounter more boulders and
snags as we made our way upstream, but the fishing was
good (4).

Chuck likes to fish with nymphs, but I was having good success
with dry flies so he parked it on a nice log for the switch (4).
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Another Trip to Pebble Creek Canyon
Continued…

The sky continued to darken and we made our way as
fast as we could down the boulder-strewn stream (5).

The Terrain is very challenging and I would never recommend anyone to venture beyond the
first 600 yards of the canyon without a buddy. However, I still think about that last waterfall and
regret I didn’t have time to chart a course around it. I fished a little over a half mile of the canyon, but I am still haunted by what I might find above the last waterfall. I have heard that you
can walk in from above; however, an experienced guide, Josh Garris with Curtis-Wright Outfitters, said he would never do it again.
We waited out the rain under a ledge of the cliff just a few hundred yards from the campground.
We figured we could hear a flash flood coming and could make it out in time if it came. This
may be a bit on the extreme side, but I believe the fishing experience is enhanced by the surroundings. Otherwise, we would be content to fish in stocked trout ponds.
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Another Trip to Pebble Creek Canyon
Continued…

Upstream we encountered more glacial boulders mixed
with the limestone from the canyon walls (5).

Our first major obstacle was an 8 foot waterfall. Chuck
was working on a nice cutbow, but ended up with a
Twinkie (Dick Shaad’s name for a small trout) (5).

Above the falls there was a long section of relatively open flat water, and
we pulled some larger fish from this area (6).

We encountered large piles of timber as we
continued upstream. This was making Chuck
a little nervous as we started to see some
black clouds (7).

We ended our upstream trip when we
encountered this next waterfall that cut
between two cliffs. I was contemplating how to climb around it, but Chuck
insisted we get the H’ out of Dodge
before we joined the piles of logs
downstream (7).
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Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited
March Chapter Meeting
There was a good turnout of members for the March Chapter meeting to
hear Drew Taylor give an interesting presentation on ‘Fly Fishing Montana’. Drew has extensive knowledge of the area where he spent several
years as a guide, and his talk covered all the well known rivers, the hatches, the patterns to use in the different months of the season, and accommodations, from the bare basic camping to the exclusive lodges.
Jack Frisch had
on display a large
quantity his fly tyDrew Taylor
ing materials for
Chapter members
to have and to donate whatever they felt appropriate. 50% of the proceeds were to go to the Chapter.
A beautiful bowl turned by Dave Bender from a
piece of Sycamore wood from the Davidson River,
together with the New Zealand strike indicator was
raffled, and was won by Bill Pankhurst.
Bill Pankhurst wins Bender Bowl

The South Holston is
holding a rare hybrid species. It is a cross between a Hornyhead Chub
and Brown Trout. They
are a real challenge to
land. Wish I had a picture
of Randy Ratliff's cuts
and scrapes as he tried to
get this beast into the
boat !

A P R I L
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Snags & Snarls is published twelve times a year by the Pisgah Chapter of Trout
Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its members and supporters.
Address comments to:

Mentor’s List

The Pisgah Chapter web site is

Chapter Members listed below are
available to accompany one or two
members who would like to learn
more about fly fishing in our
streams. If you are just beginning to
fly fish or are new to the area, here’s
an opportunity to get help from
some knowledgeable anglers.

http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450 *

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 28793-0841

Editor’s E-Mail markb@byingtonla.net

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

Legend: * weekends only

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

http://www.boatingbeta.com/runs/flows/green

WELCOME !
New Members

Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckaseegee River
866-332-5253

WELCOME to our chapter:
Robert Simpkins - Mountain
Home, NC

2014 DELAYED HARVEST SCHEDULE FOR SELECTED DH WATERS
2014

March

April

May

Little River

7

7

1

Green River

7

3

5

North Mills River

3

1

6

East Fork French
Broad River

6

4

6

Click Below: For the Complete Delayed Harvest Stocking of All NC

Streams
http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF
SNAGS & SNARLS
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Pisgah Chapter Leaders Directory
2014
President

Director

Chris Ellis

Frank Cocciolillo.

828-243-5728

fjc11@att.net

chris.ellis_pctu@yahoo.com
Vice President.

Director

Lou Dondero

Jim Czarnezki

ldondero@yahoo.com

czarnezki@netscape.net

Secretary

Director

Clive Morris

Alan Frank

clivemorris@gmail.com
hiker199@gmail.com
Treasurer

Director

Skip Sheldon
Ed Hagerott

828-891-3264
shelhalla@bellsouth.net
Past President

Edhagerott@yahoo.com
Director

Mark Byington

Dick Shaad

markb@byingtonla.net

schaad@ymail.com

Director

Director

Dave Bender

Tim Schubmehl

trout1944@gmail.com

tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Director-Communications

Editor—Snags & Snarls

Linda Byington
Linda@byingtonla.net
Home
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